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a b s t r a c t

In this study, a thermodynamically metastable medium-entropy Co37Cr34Ni29 (at.%) alloy

exhibiting superior strength-elongation synergy at ambient temperature was fabricated

successfully via tailoring the processing route. It was discovered that after homogenizing

and hot-rolling processes, the microstructure of the alloy was composed of two-type face-

centered-cubic (FCC)-structure phases: Co-type FCC structure (metastable) phase and Ni-

type FCC structure (stable) phase. During the tension process, the metastable Co-type

FCC-structure phase has transformed gradually into Co-type hexagonal close-packed

(HCP)-structure phase in a restrained environment characterized by the formation of

networks of nano-spacing HCP phase bundle. This kind of transformation could provide

intensified transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) effect during the plastic straining

process, thus, the alloy presented superior strength-elongation synergy (UTS � TE > 88 GPa

%) compared with other ductile FCC-structure alloys with TRIP effect.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

It is accepted that the deformation behavior of high-entropy or

medium-entropy alloys（HEAs or MEAs）with face-centered

cubic (FCC) structure is quite similar to the conventional

FCC- structure alloys, displaying low strain hardening behavior

and insufficient strength-elongation synergy during the ten-

sion process at ambient temperature [1e3]. Up to now, in an
u).

y Elsevier B.V. This is
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attempt to improve themechanical response of HEAs or MEAs,

several methods have been explored via introducing of

cold-work hardening [4], nano-twins strengthening [5e7],

phase-transformation strengthening [8e10] as well as fine

grain strengthening [11,12]. However, a severe strength

and ductility trade-off was happened when cold-work

hardening and fine grain strengthening were employed

owing to the insufficient strain hardening ability [4,11,12]. On

the contrary, the deformation-twin strengthening and
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phase-transformation strengthening have regarded as promi

sing ways to improve the ductility by taking the advantages of

twin-induced plasticity and transformation-induced plasticity

(TWIP and TRIP). Nonetheless, the strain-hardening rate

obtained from the two ways remained moderate, thus the

increase of tensile strength regarded as one of the

important properties for structural applications was limited

according to the researches in the singleeFCCephase HEAs or

MEAs [5e10].

By introducing high-hardness second-phase such as

intermetallic compounds (IMCs) is a feasible approach for

enhancing the tensile strength [13e15]. However, most IMCs

with atomically ordered structure are intrinsically brittle. The

gain of improved strength by introducing high-density IMCs

invariably leads to a reduced resistance to fracture. In order to

overcome the shortcoming, some unique structure such as

the heterogeneous structure has been obligated to fabricate

[13e15]. This belongs to another story.

Hence, how to improve the tensile strength during the

plastic straining process is still a challenged topic for the

singleeFCCephase HEAs and MEAs. A feasible way to resolve

the problem is that to increase the strain hardening rate (i.e.,

to reinforce the effect of strain hardening) during the plastic

deformation process. Recently, in order to optimize the

microstructure with desired properties, the “metastability-

engineering” is employed via designing HEAs with non-

equimolar atomic fractions [16,17]. In such cases, the unde-

formed microstructure was composed of dual phases by

reducing the stability of parent FCC-phase. And the reinforced

strain strengthening of the HEAs was realized by forming

high-area interfaces of matrix phase and transformed phase

during the plastic straining process. By this method, the

interface strengthening and transformation-induced plas-

ticity (TRIP) effect is combined, thus resulting in superior

strength-elongation synergy. Thus, in this study, a metastable

dual-phase medium-entropy CoCrNi alloy was designed and

fabricated with the purpose of obtaining superior strain

hardening and toughening effect via interface strengthening

and TRIP behavior during the plastic deformation process.
2. Experimental procedure

In this study, it is intended to design a dual-phase micro-

structure via “metastability-engineering” in medium-entropy

CoCrNi alloy system. Here, the strategy of increasing Co con-

tent while decreasing Ni content is employed with the pur-

pose of enhancing the driving force from facial centered cubic

(FCC) phase to hexagonal close-packed (HCP) phase from the

thermodynamic viewpoint. Firstly, CALPHAD (CALculation of

PHAse Diagrams) technology is used to evaluate the CoxCr33-
Ni66-x (x ¼ 0e60) (at. %) ternary alloy system. Using TTNI8

database and Thermo-Calc software, the equilibrium phase

diagram is constructed as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows that the alloy with the compositions of Co38-
Cr33Ni29 (at. %) exhibits dual-phase (facial centered cubic (FCC)

and hexagonal close-packed (HCP)) equilibrium structure at

temperatures ranging from 300 to 700 �C, as denoted by the

red line. The existence of HCP phase at equilibrium structure

suggests that the alloy is on a thermodynamically metastable
state. Thus, the alloy with the compositions of Co38Cr33Ni29
(at. %) is selected as the target alloy in this study.

The ingots with the compositions of Co38Cr33Ni29 (at. %)

were produced by arc-melting the pure elements (purity

>99.98%) in a Ti-gettered high-purity Ar atmosphere. Each

ingot was flipped and re-melted at least four times to ensure

chemical homogeneity. The melted alloys were then cast into

a copper mold with a dimension of 5 mm � 10 mm � 60 mm.

The as-cast ingots were homogenized at 1200 �C for 2 h in an

Ar atmosphere, and subsequently multi-pass hot-rolling

(900 �C) process of the as-homogenized alloys was carried out

up to a total reduction ratio of 60% (minor reduction with 0.05

mm/per rolling).

Dog-bone-shaped specimenswith a gauge reduced parallel

length of 12.5 mm and a cross-section area of 3.2 � 1.0 mm2

were cut by electro-discharge machining. Uniaxial tensile

tests were carried out at ambient temperature by using a

universal testing machine (GOTECH Al-7000-LA20, Taiwan) at

a constant strain rate of 1 � 10� 3 s�1. For microstructural

observation, electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) mea-

surements were carried out in a field emission SEM

(JEOLeJSMe7001 F) equipped with an automatic orientation

acquisition system (Oxford InstrumentsHKL Channel 5).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterizations

were conducted on a JEOL JEM-2100 F instrument. Synchro-

tron X-ray radiation was also applied to examine structural

evolution during the hot-rolling process, which were per-

formed on the 11-ID-C beam line of the Advanced Photon

Source, Taiwan. Amonochromatic X-ray beamwith an energy

of 115 keV (with wavelength 56 0.010801 nm) was used.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. The microstructure of the alloy after hot-rolling
process

The microstructural characteristics of the alloy after hot-

rolling process were shown in Fig. 2. EBSD inversed pole

map (Fig. 2a) of the alloy after hot-rolling process showed the

characteristics of fully recrystallized grains (mean size over

100 mm), in which high-density annealing twins were

observed. Moreover, the EBSD phase map (Fig. 2a) revealed

dual-phase structure composed of Co-type phase (red-color

regions) and Ni-type phase (blue-color regions) determined by

the lattice constants of FCC-Ni (a ¼ 0.351 nm) and FCC-Co

phase (a ¼ 0.352 nm). Based on the mathematical-statistical

calculation, the area fraction of the Co-type phase was 53.8%

slightly higher than 43.3% of the Ni-type phase. TEM image

verified that a dual-phase structuremarked by “A” and “B” has

formed after hot-rolling process, as shown in Fig. 2c. Further,

the dual-phase structure was composed of two FCC-structure

phase identified by the select area diffraction patterns (SADP)

of “A”region (Fig. 2d) and “B” region (Fig. 2e). Based on the

SADP of the A region taken in the [�112] zone axis (Fig. 2d), the

lattice constant of the FCC-phase was calculated to be 3.48 �A,

corresponding to the Ni-type FCC structure. And from the

SADP of B region taken in the [013] zone axis (Fig. 2e), the

lattice constant was calculated to be 3.58 �A, corresponding to

the Co-type FCC structure.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.07.060
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Fig. 1 e Equilibrium phase diagram of CoxCr33Ni66-x (x ¼ 0e60) (at.%) ternary alloy system constructed by Thermo-Calc

method and TTNI8 database.
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Based on the energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) of TEM

observations, the compositions of “A” region and “B” region

were determined as Co33.3 Cr32.32 Ni34.38 (at.%) and Co35.44
Cr41.56 Ni23.00 (at.%), respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(f,g). It is

seen that the compositions of “A” region is approximately

equal to the equimolar CoCrNi medium-entropy alloy, with a

stacking fault energy (SFE) (22 ± 4 mJ/m2) [18]. The SFE of the

“B” region can be qualitatively estimated based on the findings

in Ni-base alloys [19]. However, according to [19], the “B” re-

gion has a negative SFE (�3.76 mJ/m2). It is a unreasonable

value. Obviously, the method is no longer available to esti-

mate the SFE when Co and Cr become the principal elements

for an alloy. Nonetheless, both the increase of Co and Cr can

somewhat decrease the SFE of the Ni-based superalloys ac-

cording to [19]. Thus, it is assured that the “B” region should

have a much lower SFE than the “A” region, constructing the

thermodynamic basis favor for the happening of TRIP during

the plastic straining process.

It is known that the designed alloywith the compositions of

Co38Cr33Ni29 (at.%) exhibits dual-phase (facial centered cubic

(FCC) andhexagonal close-packed (HCP)) equilibrium structure

at temperatures ranging from 300 �C to 700 �C, as denoted by

the red line in Fig. 1. However, after homogenization and hot-

rolling process, only FCC-structure phase has been observed.

So, here, synchrotron X-ray radiation (SXRD) was also applied

to examine structural evolution in the course of the hot-rolling

process, as presented in Fig. 3. By comparing the results indi-

cated the transformation from HCP-type phase to FCC-type

phase has completely accomplished along with hot-rolling

process, as depicted by the variation in peak intensities for

FCC- type and HCP-type phases in Fig. 3a and Fig.3b.
Since the hot-rolling process was set at high temperature

(900 �C), the severe plastic deformation process could promote

the inverse transformation from HCP-type phase to FCC-type

phase while maintaining the chemical homogeneity, similar

phenomenon have been observed by the researches [20,21].

The inverse transformation of HCP-type phase to FCC-type

phase also indicates that the resultant FCC-type phase is on

metastable state, which can provide strong driving force for

the direct transformation of FCC-type phase to HCP-type

phase during the plastic straining process at ambient

temperature.

3.2. The mechanical properties of the hot-rolling alloy

In this study, the mechanical responses of the dual-

eFCCestructure alloy after hot-rolling process were

evaluated via tension test at ambient temperature, as shown

in Fig. 4. Fig.4a showed that the alloy exhibited an excellent

mechanical properties of high ultimate tensile strength of

800 MPa and excellent uniform ductility with elongation of

114%. Besides, the alloy presented enhanced strain hardening

rate with the increase of plastic strain, which is beneficial to

the gain of superior mechanical properties, as shown in

Fig. 4b. As a result, an improved uniform elongation could be

achieved because of the retardation of local necking. In this

present study, no necking was observed. Fig.4c showed that

the designed CoCrNi medium-entropy alloy exhibited supe-

rior strength-elongation combination with the product of

strength and elongation (UTS� TE) of 88 GPa% comparedwith

other ductile materials deformed accompanied with TRIP

mechanism.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.07.060
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Fig. 2 e The microstructural characteristics of the alloy after hot-rolling process. a. EBSD inversed pole map of the hot-rolled

alloy. b. EBSD phase map (the red-color regions representing the Ni-type phase with area fraction of 43.3%; blue-color

regions representing the Co-type phase with area fraction of 53.8%). c. TEM image showing dual-phase microstructure

marked by “A” and “B”. d and e. were the SADP of the “A”,“B” regions of Fig.2(c) taken in the [¡112] and [013] zone axis,

respectively. (f) and (g) were the compositions of “B” and “A” regions in Fig.(c) based on the EDS of TEM observations.
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3.3. The evolution of the microstructure for the alloy
during the straining process

In order to probe the underlying mechanism responsible for

the superior mechanical properties, the evolution of
microstructure was characterized via XRD patterns and EBSD

phase maps during deformation process at ambient temper-

ature, as shown in Fig. 5.

From the XRD patterns (Fig. 5a), the microstructure of the

CoCrNi alloy was composed of FCC phase. However, with the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.07.060
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Fig. 3 e Synchrotron X-ray radiation figures of the 1e7 dots in the samples during the hot-rolling process a. before hot-

rolling; b. after hot-rolling.
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increase of the true strain, the peak of HCP phase appeared,

suggesting that athermal martensitic transformation has

been occurred during the plastic straining process. Besides,

there was no obvious deviation in the diffraction angle of FCC

diffraction pattern before and after martensite trans-

formation, suggested that the proliferation of mobile dislo-

cations inside the grains did not change significantly the

lattice parameterwith the increase of deformation. Hence, the

martensite transformation was the controlled mechanism
Fig. 4 e Mechanical responses of the alloy after homogenizing

curve of the alloy. The insert shows the detailed dimensions of t

(ds/dε) & True stress-True strain curve of the alloy. c. Ashby map

HEAs reported with TRIP mechanism. The data of the mechanic

reference [16,17,22e30] and listed in Table 1.
responsible for the entire plastic deformation process at

ambient temperature.

The low-magnification EBSD phase map (Fig. 5b) showed

that a few HCP phase marked by yellow colr has appeared

when the true strain attained to 10%. However, high-content

micro-scale networks (~53% area fraction) of HCP phase

could be observed in the high-magnification phase map after

plastic deformation, as denoted by the yellow color in Fig. 5c.

Notably, the angle between each group of networked HCP
and hot-rolling process at ambient temperature. a. Tensile

he dog bone-shaped tensile specimens. b. Strain hardening

of YS £ TE vs UTS £ TE of conventional TRIP steel [28] and

al properties of these reported materials are acquired from

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.07.060
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.07.060


Fig. 5 e The XRD patterns and the EBSD phase maps of the alloy during deformation process at ambient temperature. a. The

XRD patterns. b and c. were the EBSD phase maps of the alloy before and after deformation process, respectively.
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phases is about 70�, which is basically the same angle as the

cross-slip between dislocations and Lomer-Cottrell (L-C) locks

between stack faults (SFs) observed in Nickel based alloys [31].

Obviously, after the tension process, it is seen that high-

content HCP phase with micro-scale networks has appeared

due to the athermal martensitic transformation of the meta-

stable Co-type FCC phase (blue regions).

In order to in-depth characterize the martensitic trans-

formation process, TEM observations during the plastic

deformation process were performed, as shown in Fig. 6.

Corresponding to the true strain of 10%, the TEM image

(Fig. 6a) showed that a few massive regions have appeared in

the matrix, which was identified as the HCP-structure phase

by the SADP (Fig. 6b). Further, dense bundles with average

spacing of dozens nanometer could be observed when the

plastic deformation was up to fracture, as shown in Fig. 6c.

The corresponding SADP (Fig. 6d) of the “A” site in Fig. 6c

revealed that a dual-phase microstructure composed of FCC-

structure and HCP-structure phases could be identified,

meaning that a martensitic transformation from FCC-

structure phase to HCP-structure phase has been occurred
Fig. 6 e TEM images of the alloy during the deformation process.

in (a); (c) with the strain to fracture; (d) SADP of the “A” site in (
gradually during the plastic straining process. It was worth

noting that nano-spacing bundles of HCP phase have been

formed during the deformation process. This can be under-

stood by the fact that the martensitic transformation is

happened in a restrained environment which the Co-type FCC

regions surrounded by the Ni-type FCC regions. The stress

concentration arising at the phase interface between the Co-

type FCC phase and Ni-type FCC phase could trigger the

happening of martensitic transformation in Co-type FCC

regions.

3.4. The underlying mechanism responsible for the
superior combination of mechanical properties

Based on the tension results, it was known that the dual-

eFCCephase CoCrNi alloy exhibited an excellent combination

of ultimate strength and uniform ductility. Further, the alloy

presented enhanced gradually strain hardening rate with the

increase of uniform plastic strain, meaning that a reinforced

hardening mechanism was available for the alloy during the

plastic straining process. Besides, from the XRD, EBSD and
(a) with the true strain of 10%;（（b) SADP of the selected site

c).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.07.060
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Table 1 e The mechanical response of some ductile materials deformed accompanied with TRIP effect.

Alloy Processing Initial phase Phase trans. YS � TE (GPa%) UTS � TE (GPa%) Ref.

Fe50Mn30Co10Cr10 Homo þ HR þ CR þ AN FCC þ HCP FCC / HCP 24.4 65.1 [16]

Ta0.4HfZrTi As-cast BCC þ HCP BCC / HCP 12 33 [17]

Ta0.5HfZrTi As-cast BCC þ HCP BCC / HCP 15.4 24.2 [17]

Ta0.6HfZrTi As-cast BCC þ HCP BCC / HCP 19.6 30.8 [17]

Co20Cr20Fe34Mn20Ni6 HR þ Homo FCC þ HCP FCC / HCP 9 24.5 [22]

TRIP Steel Homo þ CR þ AN 27.6 42.3 [23]

e 25 42.8 [23]

e 17.7 38.7 [23]

Fe49.5Mn30Co10Cr10C0.5 Homo þ HR þ CR þ AN FCC þ HCP FCC / HCP 25.5 50.8 [24]

Co25Ni25Fe25Al7.5Cu17.5 MDS FCC FCC / BCC 19.7 19.8 [25]

Fe60Co15Ni15Cr10 Homo þ CR þ AN FCC FCC / BCC 27 54 [26]

Fe20Co30Ni10Cr20Mn20 Homo þ CR þ AN FCC þ HCP FCC / HCP 26.3 56.5 [27]

Fe42Mn28Co10Cr15Si5 As-cast þ multi-pass FSP FCC þ HCP FCC / HCP 11.6 13.8 [28]

Fe39Mn20Co20Cr15Si5Al1 multi-pass FSP þ AN FCC þ HCP FCC / HCP 30 55 [29]

CoCrNi Homo þ CR þ AN FCC FCC / HCP 20.1 58.9 [30]

NOTE：“HR”, “Homo”, “CR”, “HPT”, “FR”, “MDS”, “FSP”and “AN” refer to hot-rolling, homogenization, cold-rolling, high pressure torsion, fully

recrystallization, molecular dynamic simulations, friction stir processing and annealing, respectively.
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TEM data, it was ascertained that a martensitic trans-

formation from FCC-structure phase to HCP-structure phase

has been occurred gradually during the plastic straining pro-

cess. In order to discuss the underlying mechanism respon-

sible for the superior combination of mechanical properties,

the characteristic of transformation of the alloy should be

given according to its unique dualeFCCephase microstruc-

ture before deformation.

Due to the fact that the difference of lattice parameters is

less than 1.1%, the FCC-HCP bulk energy differences (DEB) of

pure Ni-phase and pure Co-phase can be used to evaluate the

thermodynamical stability of the dualeFCCephase structure

for CoCrNi alloy [32,33]. The FCC-HCP bulk energy differences

(DEB) of pure Ni-type phase and pure Co-type phase are listed

in Table 1 based on the published data [32]. It is reported that

the negative value of the DEB represents that the FCC phase is

thermodynamically stable with respect to the HCP phase.

Otherwise, the FCC phase is thermodynamically metastable

[22,34]. Thus, by comparing the DEB values in Table 2, it is

affirmed that the Co-type FCC structure is thermodynamically

metastable and the Ni-type FCC structure is thermodynami-

cally stable.

As the above discussion about the stability of the CoCrNi

alloy obtained byDEB, the Co-typeHCP phase has lower energy

compared to the Co-type FCC phase, which means the driving

force for FCC-HCP phase transformation is more easily satis-

fied by the deformation shear stress. Furthermore, the Co-type

FCC phase have lower SFE, which means the dissociation and

occasional extended SFs of dislocations becomes more easily

activated [35]. Eventually, the closedepacked planes are
Table 2 e The parameters and HCP-FCC energy
differences (DEB) of Ni-type and Co-type phases [5,20,21].

Elements FCC HCP DEB

A a c

Ni 3.524 2.622 4.321 �28

Co 3.544 2.507 4.070 16
transformed from an ABCABC type stacking in FCC to ABABAB

stacking in HCP through the glide of 1/6 <112>-type Shockley

partial dislocation [33] or several SFs are stacked as nano-HCP

lamellae [36], as shown in Fig. 7. In otherwords, the nucleation

mechanism of martensitic transformation could consume a

large amount of lattice defects (which consistent with the

analysis of XRD data and EBSD phase map), thereby avoiding

localized stress concentration due to dislocation accumula-

tion, contributing to maintain a balanced strain hardening

behavior [37].

Additionally, previous studies have demonstrated that

annealing twin boundaries and interfaces of phases were also

effective nucleation sites for martensitic transformation

[36e38]. In this study, the interfaces of Ni-type FCC phase and

Co-type FCC phase could become the preferential sites for the

happening of martensitic transformation owing to the

different plastic deformation ability between the Ni-type FCC

phase and the Co-type FCC phase. The stress concentration

arisen at the interfaces would trigger the phase trans-

formation in the restrained regions of Co-type FCC phase.

Thus, to alleviate the stress concentration at the interfaces

between the Ni-type FCC phase and the Co-type FCC phase

promotes the formation of dense nano-spacing HCP networks

throughout the tension process in the CoCrNi alloy, as shown

in Fig. 5c.

The SADP in Fig. 6 d has affirmed that the interface be-

tween Co-type HCP phase and matrix FCC phase had coher-

ently crystallographic relationship. Strong coherent interface

barriers between FCC and HCP could act like large angle grain

boundaries, making the dislocation motion to be inhibited

effectively [8e10]. Usually, this kind of strengthening mech-

anism ordinarily would be expected to cause highly localized

stress that could lead to premature crack initiation [39].

However, in the present study, a considerable amount of

interface between the FCC-phase andHCP-phasewere formed

continuously via plasticity/stress-induced phase trans-

formation with the increase of strain. Thus, the stress con-

centration on the interface between the two phases was

released via the generation of transformation strain. On the

other hand, the continual generation of HCP phase with

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.07.060
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.07.060
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deformation also generated new interfaces, through which

the dislocation movement was effectively hindered. There-

fore, the work-hardening capability and the associated uni-

form ductility were enhanced from the plasticity-induced

phase transformation in the dualeFCCephase alloy.

In order to clarity further the underlying mechanism, the

fractured surfaces were characterized by SEM and a mixed

fracture composed of dense dimples and some dilacerated

ridges has been observed, as shown in Fig. 8a,b. The dimples

were tiny which the mean size was fallen into the range of

several hundred nanometer. This is consistent with the

characteristics of stressestrain curves, in which no serious

necking was shown (Fig. 8) Based on the nature of HCP phase

and FCC phase, the dilacerated ridges were from the Co-type

HCP and dimples (brittle) from the Ni-type FCC phase(-

ductile). The crack should be initiated from the brittle Co-type

HCP owing to its brittle nature. However, the homogeneous

fractured morphology of Fig. 8a,b suggested that a synerg-

istical deformation between the transformed Co-typeHCP and

Ni-type FCC phase has been occurred during the deformation

process. This can be understood that the stress concentration
Fig. 8 e SEM images of the fractured surfac
arising from the deformation of HCP phase could be accom-

modated by the surrounded ductile FCC phase and thus the

nucleation of crack of Co-type HCP could be avoided in the

premature stage. Therefore, in the present study, besides the

strong TRIP effect, the synthesized deformation of trans-

formed HCP and FCC phase was the other mechanism

responsible for the superior ductility.

Finally, Wei et al. have reported a series of metastable Co-

rich high-performance HEAs, such as Co35Crx(MnNi)15Fe35�x

[9] and CoxCr25(FeNi)75�x [36] by reducing FCC phase stability

via lowering stacking fault energy(SFE). In addition, Liu et al.

[27] also found that the deformation mode of the CoxCr20-
Fe20Mn20Ni40�x HEAs changed from dislocation slip of Co23-
Cr20Fe20Mn20Ni17 to TWIP of Co27Cr20Fe20Mn20Ni13, then to TRIP

of Co30Cr20Fe20Mn20Ni10 with the decrease of SFE by the in-

crease of Co content. All the above researches involved the

strategy of ““metastability-engineering” via decreasing the

SFE by tailoring the compositions the alloy. In such cases, the

driving force for FCC-HCP phase transformation during plastic

straining process are moderate, so the strain hardening rate

from the resultant TRIP effect is not high enough for these
e (a)low magnitude;(b)high magnitude.
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alloys to obtain superb strength-ductility synergy [9,36,37]. On

the contrary, in this study, a metastable structure composed

of FCC-structure phase and HCP-structure phase at equilib-

rium phase diagram at was designed via tailoring both the SFE

and thermodynamic parameters, as the researches [16,17]. By

comparison, in this study, the strain hardening behavior from

the TRIP effect was reinforced and thus superior combination

of strength and ductility has been achieved.
4. Conclusions

In this study, based on the thermodynamic method, we have

designed and fabricated a dualeFCCe phase CoCrNi alloy

composed of metastable Co-type FCC structure and Ni-type

stable FCC structure after hot-rolling process. The designed

alloy exhibited superior strength-elongation combination

with the product of strength and elongation (UTS � TE) of

88 GPa % at ambient temperature. Enhanced TRIP effect of Co-

type FCC structure to Co-type HCP structure was induced

during the tension process, releasing significantly the local-

ized stress and delaying the onset of local necking. In addition,

the strong coherent interface barriers between FCC and HCP

could act as an effective strengthening mechanism. The idea

of designing alloys with thermodynamically metastable

microstructure paves a feasible way to enhance the me-

chanical response for FCC-structure alloys with TRIP effect.
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